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FRONT COVER
'0' car 969 leaving the Sydney Showground
Easter 1951. The front apron mounted depot
code plate was carried by trams on special
services to aid signalman and traffic inspect
tors direct such cars onto home routes at
the end of such spscial workings.
Photo, B.Parle
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One tends to accept, what one is used to,
as the normal way that things are done.
At Loftus, as in Sydney in both steam and
electric days, when work is in hand and the
assistance of a tram is required, a works vehicle,
either purpose built or a converted passenger
car, is available for the job.
At St. Kilda, as reported in Museum Notes &
News, it is necessary to requisition a passenger
car for the job, none of the small fleet of works
cars in Adelaide having survived.
It is very easy, in Sydney, to forget that
most systems did not have the vast fleet of
specialised non-passenger cars that was available,
to meet the everyday needs of our once great
system.
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THE LAST TWENTY FIVE YEARS

Compiled by K. McCarthy.
This brief article traces the decline of tram- mass concrete construction since World War II.
In Adelaide, the advanced age of the rolling
ways in Australia over the last quarter century;
a period spanning the production life of this stock did not aid the case for street tramway
magazine. It is perhaps a paradox that, on one retention, but like Melbourne, the South Aushand, this magazine bemoans the shortsighted- tralian capital has advanced along a geometrical
ness of those who destroyed this country's town plan since its inauguration and in many
tramway assets during this period, yet on the localities the trams were able to use broad
other hand, transport circles now hail Australia boulevards unhindered and not hindering adas being an enlightened country in the western jacent rubber tyred transport modes.
A fair proportion of Sydney's tram tracks
world in tramway matters, due to the retention
and modernization progress carried out in Mel- were located along "off street" reservation,
bourne. Of the seventeen separate tramways especially in the Eastern Suburbs area, while
undertakings still operating on these shores in the sacrifice of the segregated Sydney Harbour
1952 only two now remain in regular public Bridge tracks and the underground entry into
the main business district used by the North
service.
Sydney
system, was a step beyond compreIn the light of the current fear of an impending world wide oil fuel shortage, the success hension.
The reader may say that it is all very well
of Melbourne certainly does not balance the
closing of the Brisbane, Sydney, North Sydney to condemn steps taken 20 to 25 years ago
and Adelaide (street lines) systems. The first
three named locations were receiving new trams "LP" 243 bound for Glebe in Glebe Rd. Tke
as recently as 5 to 8 years prior to closure, Junction, Newcastle, February 1950.
while much of the tracks had been relaid in
B. Parle photo.
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